Aucerna Planning Solutions deliver complete asset to corporate workflows for integrated planning across your entire organization, providing planners and senior executives with accurate and timely data to support key decisions.

Aucerna enables asset teams to produce accurate production forecasts, economic evaluations and executable development scenarios that fully consider timing, fiscal, and operational constraints. Planning teams can quickly evaluate exploration and development options, or rapidly adapt existing plans as market and field-level realities shift.

Asset level scenarios are seamlessly integrated with corporate focused planning tools, facilitating portfolio-wide analysis and capital allocation across operations of any type, region or maturity.
MAKE BETTER DECISIONS BASED ON DATA YOU CAN TRUST.

STRATEGY & DECISION ANALYSIS
Gain clarity and insight around strategic business questions, evaluate trade-offs, manage uncertainty and strengthen your strategic planning process. Aucerna’s Strategy and Decision Analysis Solution accelerates decision making cycles, allowing companies to adapt quickly and enables executives to rapidly make decisions that balance the trade-offs concerning dividends, debt, cash-flow, capital investments and more.

BUSINESS PLANNING
Capture opportunities, build business plans, analyze scenarios and track progress against business goals. Aucerna’s Business Planning Solution provides planners with the ability to create detailed scenarios that explore the best investment options for both simple and complex energy businesses.

ASSET DEVELOPMENT
Produce realizable development plans, and rapidly adapt plans as the industry or market shifts. Aucerna’s Asset Development Solution features cutting-edge simulation and optimization tools that enable teams to quickly and easily understand the impact of changes to the reservoir performance, facility availability, flow path optionality, rig schedules and more.

EXPLORATION & APPRAISAL RISK
Extract the maximum value out of your company’s constrained exploration budget. Aucerna’s Exploration & Appraisal Risk Solution is built for decision makers to perform long term planning processes or to drive a prospect maturation process.

PETROLEUM ECONOMICS
Aucerna’s Petroleum Economics Solution is an enterprise level software and data solution for petroleum economic evaluation and fiscal modeling. Perform reliable and repeatable analysis based on your proprietary models or Aucerna Regimes, Aucerna’s world class global fiscal regime library.

TECHNICAL FORECASTING
Aucerna’s Technical Forecasting Solution lets users rapidly assess potential under various scenarios, allowing bulk screening of wells to support precise A&D evaluation, competitor activity assessment, type well generation and more.

RELATED PRODUCTS

visit Aucerna.com